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Abstract. G-quadruplexes (G4s) are guanine rich and i-motifs are cytosine rich non-canonical fourstranded DNA secondary structures present throughout the genome. Their presence in important regulatory
regions of the genome marks their signiﬁcance in biology. This perspective discusses the importance of both
G-quadruplex and i-motif structures and highlights their discovery, structural uniqueness, prevalence, and
role in the biological system. Herein, we discuss the ligands developed in our laboratory that target
G-quadruplexes and i-motifs and modulate gene expression in cancer cells. We also shed light on some recent
techniques developed by us to simplify the synthesis and screening of G4 and i-motif speciﬁc ligands and
their importance in anti-cancer therapeutics.
Keywords. Anti-cancer therapeutics; Dynamic combinatorial chemistry; G-quadruplex; I-motif; In situ
click chemistry.

1. Introduction
DNA is considered as the inheritable threads of life as
it stores and transfers genetic information from one
living organism to another. Usually, it adopts a righthanded double-helical structure stabilized by Watson
Crick hydrogen bonding.1 However, nucleic acids are
highly polymorphic and under certain physiological
conditions, DNA takes up various non-canonical
structures like G-quadruplexes,2,3 i-motifs,4 hairpin
loops,5 triplexes,6 etc. In this perspective, we have
focused on G-quadruplexes and i-motifs and describe
their structural features, function, and role in gene
regulation. Both G-quadruplexes and i-motifs share a
similarity in structure as both are non-canonical fourstranded nucleic acid secondary structures.
G-quadruplexes and i-motifs are prevalent in the
telomeric region as well as in the promoter region of
various oncogenes like c-MYC, c-KIT, BCL2, KRAS,
VEGF, etc. The nearly globular structure of
G-quadruplexes formed in oncogene promoters stalls
the RNA polymerase and prevents oncogene transcription. Thus, the stabilization of G-quadruplexes by
small-molecule ligands is being considered an effective and alternative strategy to regulate oncogene
*For correspondence

expression. On the other hand, i-motifs have been
implicated to regulate gene expression in a manner
that could either upregulate or downregulate transcription (Figure 1). Apart from the crucial role of
G-quadruplexes in gene regulation, there are exciting
examples of utilizing G-quadruplexes and i-motifs in
nanotechnology. Their structural oddities and tunable
properties make them attractive candidates for the
fabrication of synthetic ion channels, biosensors,
biomolecular devices, etc.
2. Structural features of G-quadruplexes
G-quadruplexes are four-stranded DNA secondary
structures, consisting of stacked planar G-tetrads,
with either intra or intermolecular association. The
four guanines of each tetrad are connected by cyclic
Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding, stabilized by monovalent cations (K?, Na?, Figure 2). Sequences that
can form G-quadruplexes are found throughout the
human genome (376,000 sequences),7 prevalently in
the telomeres, and gene promoters (c-MYC8, VEGF,9
12
BCL210, KRAS,11 and c-KIT ) and exhibit high
kinetic and thermal stability. G-quadruplexes can be
distinguished from each other by their differences in
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Figure 1. The regulatory role of G-quadruplex and i-motif
structures in gene expression.

strand polarities, orientation, and site and sequences
of the connecting loops (propeller, lateral and
diagonal).13 Depending on the strand orientation
they can be classiﬁed as parallel, anti-parallel, and
mixed hybrid type of quadruplexes (Table 1). In the
past two decades, G-quadruplexes have received
considerable attention due to their functional role in
the regulation of gene transcription and telomere
maintenance.

3. Structural features of i-motifs
Cytosine rich genetic sequences form i-motif structures in which intercalated hemiprotonated cytosine–
cytosine (C:C?) base pairs act as the basic unit
(Figure 3).22 As protonation of cytosine is required
for the formation of i-motifs, they are stable at acidic
conditions.23 This observation had previously limited
the study of i-motifs in the cell where the physiological pH is prevalent. However, recent studies have

Figure 2. A guanine rich nucleic acid sequence adopts a
G-quadruplex secondary structure.
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demonstrated the formation of i-motif at neutral pH
as well.24,25 The stability of the i-motif structure is
dependent on the loop length, bases in the loop, and
metal ion concentration. Waller and coworkers
demonstrated that i-motif could be stabilized by Ag?
and Cu?.26,27 Sugimoto et al., found that i-motif can
exist at physiological pH and exhibit high stability at
hydrated ionic conditions.28 Waller and coworkers
further investigated several biologically important
genomic sequences, capable of forming i-motifs at
neutral or near-neutral pH values.25 Burrows and
coworkers studied the transitional pH of poly dC
sequences with 4n-1 (n C 4) cytosines at neutral
pH.24,29 Gonzales and co-workers reported the presence of mini i-motif structures in regulatory regions
of the genome.23 The i-motifs can be characterized
into class I and class II based on the loop length,
where class I i-motifs have shorter loops and class II
i-motifs have longer loops (Table 2).22 For instance,
i-motifs present in the telomeres, ILPR, VEGF
belong to class I and those present in c-MYC, BCL2,
KRAS are classiﬁed as class II i-motifs.22 Class II
i-motifs with longer loops are more stable than class I
i-motifs with shorter loops.30 It was observed that
loops with purine bases have a destabilization effect
whereas the presence of cytosine in loop sequences
confers higher stability.31
4. Discovery of G-quadruplexes and i-motifs
The history of G-quadruplex goes back to 1910; forty
years before Watson and Crick’s proposal for the
double-helical structure of DNA, when the German
chemist Ivar Bang ﬁrst discovered that guanosine
monophosphate forms gels at high millimolar concentrations in aqueous solution.41 This phenomenon
remained unexplained until Gellert et al., in 1962
demonstrated by using X-ray diffraction analysis that
the gel network contains G-quartet or G-tetrad type
building block, in which each guanine is Hoogsteen
hydrogen-bonded to the two adjacent guanines forming a square planar arrangement.42 Guanine-rich DNA
sequences can adopt a four-stranded helical structure
known as G-quadruplex (G4) in which two or more
G-tetrads stack on top of one another. The stability of
G-quadruplex largely depends on monovalent cations,
speciﬁcally K? and Na?, where the positively charged
cations occupy the central channel of the stacked
G-tetrads and neutralize the electrostatic repulsion of
guanine O6 oxygens.43
Since the discovery of cytosine-protonated cytosine (C:C?) base pairs (Figure 2) in crystals of
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Table 1. Different topological variations of G-quadruplexes.
Topology
Parallel

Gene name

Mixed hybrid

Structure

References
14

KRAS
BCL2
VEGF
HIF-1a
h-TELO-Na?
BCL2

TTATG4A G3T G4AG3TG4AAGG (Pu27)
TGAG3T G4AG3TG4AA (Myc-2345)
TG4AG3TTTTTAG3TG4A (Myc-1245)
TGAG3TG3TAG3TG3TAA (Myc-22)
TGAG3TG4AG3TG4AAGG (Pu-241)
CAGAG3AG3CGCTG3AGGAG4CTG (c-kit 1)
CCCCG3CG3CGCGAG4AG4AGGC (c-kit 2)
G3AG3AG3AAGGAG3AG3AG3A
GTCG4CGAG3CG5AAGGAG3CGCG3CG4A
CCCG4CG3CCG4CG4TCCCGGCG4CGGA
GCGAG3CG5AGAG4AG4CGCG
(TTAG3)n
GTCG4CGAG3CG5AAGGAG3CGCG3CG4A

h-TELO-K?
BCL2

(TTAG3)n
GTCG4CGAG3CG5AAGGAG3CGCG3CG4A

21

c-MYC

c-KIT

Anti-parallel

G quadruplex sequence (50 ? 30 )

14
15
16
16
12
17
11
10
9
18
19,20
10

10

deoxyribonucleic oligonucleotides.45,46 The ﬁrst
four-stranded intermolecular i-motif was characterized in a DNA hexamer sequence d(TCCCCC) by
Gehrig et al.4 Later crystallographic studies for the
d(CCCC) and d(CCCT) oligodeoxynucleotides conﬁrmed the formation of i-motif in solution.47,48 It
was also demonstrated that telomeric repeats can
fold into intramolecular i-motif.49 Since then i-motifs are reported in centromeres,50 insulin minisatellite,51 etc. The isolation of C-rich sequence binding
proteins triggered the investigations of i-motifs in
biological systems.52
5. Supramolecular assemblies of guanosine
and cytidine

Figure 3. A cytosine rich nucleic acid adopts an i-motif
secondary structure.

acetyl cytosine in the early 1960s, the (C:C?) has
garnered much curiosity from researchers.44 This led
to the discovery of (C:C?) in both ribonucleic and

As natural nucleobases like guanosine and cytidine
contain multiple hydrogen bonding sites and coordination binding sites, they have been used for the
construction of artiﬁcial DNA-based molecular systems in the presence of metal ions and other additives.
Guanosine and cytidine derivatives can self-assemble
in water to give hydrogels that contain G-quartet and
i-motif like assemblies. Multiple G-quartets stack on
each other to form G-wires, which cross-link and
aggregate thereby forming hydrogels (Figure 4).53,54
We reported that guanosine and 8-bromoguanosine self-assemble to form hydrogels that
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could be used as a drug delivery system for the
sustained release of drugs. Recently, we prepared a
guanosine-phenylboronic acid (G-PhB) based
hydrogel that exhibits DNAzyme-like peroxidase
activity. Similarly, i-motifs have been used as pHresponsive hydrogels. We have also developed a
cytidine-boronic acid-based hydrogel that shows
tunable anti-bacterial properties. The bottom-up
self-assembly of guanosine has also been used to
construct transmembrane ion channels.
6. Importance of G-quadruplexes and i-motifs
in the biological system
For many years, the biological relevance of these
non-Watson-Crick base-paired DNA structures
received less attention. In 1987, Blackburn demonstrated that the telomeric DNA of the protozoa Tetrahymena, rich in guanine bases can form an
intramolecular G4 structure.55 Further structural
supports were soon provided by Gilbert2 and Klug
56
(1989). They showed that G-rich sequences found
in the immunoglobulin switch regions, in gene promoters and telomeres can adopt stable four-stranded
G4s. Much before the ﬁrst evidence of the existence
of G4 in vivo,57 Hurley and Neidle (1997) demonstrated that the synthetic ligand, 2,6 diamidoanthraquinone can induce the formation and
stabilization of DNA G4 in the human telomere. It
inhibited the activity of telomerase and attenuated
cancer cell growth and proliferation.58 Telomestatin,
one of the earliest known G4 ligands, displayed high
cytotoxicity and excellent telomerase inhibition
activity.59 Since then, G4 has emerged as a potential
anticancer drug target. In 1998, the G4 formation in
the proximal promoter region of the c-MYC protooncogene was reported.8 The Hurley group subsequently demonstrated that a small molecule can
repress c-MYC transcription by the induction and
stabilization of G4 in the c-MYC promoter region.60
Planar ligands with cationic side chains are proven
to be potential G4 binders. Quindoline derived from
the natural product cryptolepine, with a crescentshaped ring system and a diethylamino side chain,
stabilizes the c-MYC promoter G-quadruplex and
reduces c-MYC protein levels.61 Although a multitude of G-quadruplex binding compounds are
known, only a handful of them have taken forward
to the cellular system. There exist limitations of
G-quadruplex ligands in biological studies, and the
ﬁrst compound, quarﬂoxin, entered clinical trials but
had to be withdrawn because of bioavailability
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issues.62 Acridine derivative BRACO 19,63 and
naphthalene diimide derivative BMSG-SH3,64,65
binding to telomeric G4 are currently in the ﬁnal
phase of clinical trials.
The prevalence of C-rich sequences in promoter
regions of oncogenes suggests a regulatory role of
i-motifs in gene expression. This has led to the discovery of i-motifs in several promoter oncogenes
including c-MYC, KRAS, BCL2, ILPR, BmPOUM2,
Rb, RET, cKI-RAS, c-KIT, VEGF, HIF-1a, DAP,
PDGF-A, PDGFR-b, JAZF1, and MYCN.22 Hurley
and coworkers ﬁrst reported the stabilization of
telomeric i-motifs by the cationic porphyrin
TMPyP4.66 Acridines,67 phenanthrolines,68 and berberine69 based small molecules have been reported as
telomeric i-motif ligands. Furthermore, in 2014, Hurley, Hecht, et al., reported a major breakthrough,
where IMC-48, a steroid ligand selectively binds to
BCL2 i-motif.70 It has also been reported that different
i-motifs can be stabilized with small molecules. Lee
et al., studied the interaction of Rb and RET i-motifs
with the ﬂuorescent thiazole orange (TO).71 The Ma
and Pei groups reported cyclometallated iridium(III)
complex72 and quinaldine red73 respectively, that
selectively bind to i-motif over dsDNA. Waller et al.,
reported that mitoxantrone stabilizes telomeric and cMYC i-motifs.74 Later studies by Randazzo and Amato
showed that G4 ligands like BRACO-19, berberine,
pyridostatin, mitoxantrone, RHPS4, and Phen-DC3
can bind to i-motifs as well.75 Waller and coworkers
augmented this study and discovered that these compounds could stabilize i-motifs at neutral pH.76 The
Nagasawa group demonstrated the interaction of
telomestatin-inspired small macrocyclic tetraoxazole
with the loop sequence of telomeric i-motif.77 In 2017,
Lassiter et al., reported a benzothiophene derivative,
NSC309874 downregulates the gene expression of
PDGFR-b.38 Li and co-workers reported the inhibition
of c-MYC gene expression by an acridone-based ligand
(B19) through its interaction with c-MYC i-motif.78 A
breakthrough study came in 2018 from Zeraati et al.,
that demonstrated the visualization of i-motifs in the
cell nucleus by developing an i-motif speciﬁc antibody
(iMab).79 This discovery made it possible to show that
i-motifs are formed at cell’s physiological pH. iMab
can also discriminate between i-motif and G4s. The
group also discovered that the presence of i-motif
varied at different stages of the cell cycle with a
gradual increase from G0/G1 phase to S phase and
maximum at G1/S boundary. In recent years, i-motifs
have emerged as novel targets for gene regulation
using small-molecule ligands. These studies prompted
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Table 2. Different topological variations of i-motif structures.
Topology

Gene name

i-motif sequence (50 ? 30 )

Class I

h-TELO
ILPR
VEGF
Rb
RET
c-KIT
HIF-1a
PDGF-A
c-MYC
PDGFR-b
BCL2
KRAS

TA2C3TA2C3TA2C3TA2C3
TGTC4ACAC4TGTC4ACAC4TGT
GAC4GC5GGC3GC4G2
GC2GC3A4C6G
C2GC5GC4GC4GC4TA
C3TC2TC3AGCGC3AC3T
(CG)2CTC3
C2GCGC4T(C5G)3C13
TC4AC2T2C4AC3TC4AC3TC4A
GCGTC2AC3TC3TGC4GC2GC7T2CTC3AGC
CAGC4GCTC3GC5T2C2TC3GCGC3GC4T
GC3GGC5GCTC2TC5GC2G2C3G2C3G2C5TC2T2CTC4G

Class II

Structure

References
25
32
33
34
35
36
36
36
37
38
39
40

Figure 4. Supramolecular assemblies of guanosine and cytidine to construct functional materials.

us to explore G4s and i-motifs as important targets in
anticancer therapeutics in our laboratory as well.

7. Ligands targeting G-quadruplexes
To date, a large number of ligands have been reported
to modulate gene expression by targeting G4s. Herein,
we would like to discuss the ligands developed in our

lab and describe their role in the regulation of gene
expression (Figure 5). We would also highlight the
new techniques developed for ligand synthesis and
their rapid screening for selectively targeting quadruplex and i-motif DNAs.
The planar heteroaromatic structure and excellent
pharmacological properties of carbazole make it an
attractive scaffold for targeting G4 DNA.80 Carbazole
derivatives were initially developed for targeting
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telomeric G4 DNA.81,82 We synthesized bis-triazolyl
carbazoles 1 by using Cu (I) catalyzed azide and
alkyne cycloaddition.83 Fluorimetric titration revealed
that one representative ligand BTCf exhibited a
highly selective ‘‘turn-on’’ ﬂuorescence response for
c-MYC quadruplex over duplex DNA. NMR analyses
suggested that BTCf induces the formation of a
speciﬁc conformation of c-MYC quadruplex, which is
stable in the presence as well as in the absence of
K?. Confocal microscopy validated that BTCf penetrates the cell membrane and localizes in the
nucleus. It showed signiﬁcant anti-proliferative
activities in HepG2 (IC50 * 4.3 lM), MCF7 (IC50
* 6.8 lM), and HCT116 (IC50 * 8.2 lM) without
any effect in normal mouse myoblast C2C12 cell
line. BTCf reduced the c-MYC mRNA and protein
expression and induced cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in HepG2 cancer cells.
The change in the structure and dynamics of
unstructured /K?-folded G4 DNA due to ligand
binding was also investigated. We prepared bis-triazolylcarbazole (BTC) 2 and used it to monitor the
topological changes in c-MYC and h-TELO G4 DNA
upon ligand binding.84 smFRET and FCS were performed to understand the ligand-induced folding
mechanism. It was observed that BTC folds ensembles
of c-MYC and h-TELO into stable conformations in the
absence of K?. NMR analysis revealed a broad signal
at 13.5 ppm, indicating the formation of an inter/intra
loop Watson/Crick (WC) A-T base pairing due to
restructuring of the capping regions by BTC and a
signature peak at 12.5 ppm indicating the formation of
Hoogsteen type hydrogen bonding between the
guanines.
We further employed Cu(I) catalyzed cycloaddition
to synthesize monotriazolyl carbazole derivatives for
targeting G4 DNA.85 One representative ligand Cz1 3
exhibited excellent binding towards c-MYC G4 DNA
over other quadruplexes and duplex DNA. FRET
melting assay revealed that Cz1 stabilizes G4 DNAs
like c-MYC (DTm * 15.8 ± 0.5 C), c-KIT (DTm *
28.83 ± 1.4 C) and KRAS (DTm *23.87 ± 0.6 C).
Fluorimetric titration revealed Cz1 binds strongly to cMYC G4 DNA over other DNA G4s (c-KIT, KRAS,
BCL2, h-TELO, and dsDNA). Cz1 localizes into the
nucleus and induces apoptosis in HeLa cells. qRTPCR and Western blot analysis indicated that Cz1
promotes downregulation of c-MYC expression at the
transcriptional and translational level. CA46 exon
speciﬁc assay was performed which revealed that Cz1
induces exon speciﬁc downregulation of c-MYC
mRNA expression. The colocalization of Cz1 and G4
speciﬁc antibody BG4 in the nucleus established the
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ability of the ligand to induce the formation of G4
DNAs in the cell.
We next designed and synthesized triazole containing prolinamide derivatives that preferentially
stabilize c-MYC quadruplex over other quadruplexes
and duplex DNA.86 The lead ligand triazolyl trisprolinamide Pro-4, 4 was found to display a maximum
stabilization potential for the c-MYC G4 DNA with a
DTm value of 12.3 C. It exhibits cytotoxicity in
HepG2 cancer cells (IC50 * 7.1 lM) and inhibits cMYC mRNA and protein expression.
Recently, we developed prolinamide derived peptidomimetic ligand 5 for targeting DNA quadruplexes
and i-motifs. Ligand 5b can simultaneously inhibit cMYC and BCL2 gene expressions in MCF 7 breast
cancer cells.87 Quantitative RT-PCR, Western blot
indicated downregulation of c-MYC mRNA and protein expressions by the ligand 5b. Dual-luciferase
assay conﬁrmed that the inhibition was due to the
binding of the ligands to the G4 DNA present in the cMYC and BCL2 promoter regions. siRNA knockdown
assay indicated that the ligand shows a synergistic
lethal effect in the wild type MCF-7cells compared to
the c-MYC and BCL2 knockdown cells. Thus, the
induction of synthetic lethality could be an important
strategy for the development of anti-cancer drugs.
The G4 formed in the promoter of c-KIT1 oncogene
has a crucial role in the regulation of the c-KIT1 gene
as overexpression of the c-KIT1 gene causes melanocytes, small cell lung cancer, colorectal cancer, and
gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST).88 Peptidomimetic bis-prolinamide derivatives containing
pyridine and benzene dicarboxamide as central cores
were synthesized by click chemistry. The pyridine
ligand 6 was found to show a high binding afﬁnity
towards c-KIT1 G4 DNA over other quadruplexes and
duplex DNA in comparison to the benzene analog.89
The pyridine analog 6 could exhibit a profound antiproliferative activity and induce necrosis in HepG2
cancer cells.
Two ﬂuorescent binaphthylamines were synthesized
using Buchwald amination and oxidative homocoupling as the key steps for targeting G4s.90 FRET
melting assay showed that both ligands stabilize cMYC G4 DNA (DTm of 7a * 15 C and 7b ~ 23 C)
over other quadruplexes (c-KIT1, c-KIT2, KRAS) and
duplex DNA. These ligands showed a signiﬁcant
hypochromic shift in the UV-vis spectrum upon titration with c-MYC G4. Fluorimetric titration revealed
that ligand 7a with triazolyl side chains exhibits a * 5
fold higher afﬁnity (Kd * 21.4 lM) over 7b (Kd * 4.2
lM) for c-MYC G4 DNA. These ligands were also
found to exhibit a ﬂuorescence ‘turn-on’ response with
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Figure 5. Ligands stabilizing G-quadruplex and i-motif DNA.
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c-MYC G4 DNA. NMR analysis indicated the binding
of the ligands at the 30 -end of G-tetrad by rearrangement of the TAA-30 capping structure. Furthermore,
the ligands exhibited apoptotic activities in Hela and
A549 cancer cells by inducing cell cycle arrest at the
G1 phase. The ligands could repress c-MYC expression at both mRNA and protein levels. The binaphthylamines could stain the nucleus in cells and thus,
can be useful as ﬂuorescent probes for cellular
imaging.
The polymorphism exhibited by G4 DNA provides
an opportunity for site-speciﬁc targeting of a particular
G4 structure. One such example is thiazole peptide
TH3 8 that speciﬁcally binds to the 50 and 30 -ends of
the capping regions present in the c-MYC G4.91 Fluorimetric titration and FRET assay established a highafﬁnity binding (Kd * 0.25 lM) and stabilization
potential (Tm * 22C) of TH3 towards c-MYC G4
DNA over other quadruplexes (c-KIT1, c-KIT2, and
BCL2) and duplex DNA. TH3 was shown to exhibit
cytotoxicity towards HeLa (IC50 * 3.8 lM) and A549
(IC50 * 3.2 lM) cancer cells and induce S phase cell
cycle arrest and apoptosis. It could also inhibit c-MYC
expression at RNA and protein levels in HeLa cells.
The inhibition of gene expression by directly targeting
the c-MYC G4 formed in the promoter region was
further validated by luciferase assay.
There have been instances of using guanine
derivatives for targeting G4 DNAs.92–95 We have
designed anthracene conjugated guanosine derivative
ADG 9 as a molecular probe that exhibited selective
binding towards c-MYC G4 DNA over other quadruplexes and duplex DNA.96 The detailed mechanism of
interaction was investigated using NMR analysis
which revealed that the diguanosine derivative ADG
interacts with the capping structure along with p–p
stacking interactions with the terminal G-quartets of cMYC G4 DNA. ADG could penetrate the nucleus and
exhibit anti-proliferative effects (IC50 * 6.2 lM) in
HeLa cells. qRT-PCR and Western blot analysis suggested that ADG inhibits c-MYC expression. The
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reduction of c-MYC expression resulted in a decrease
in expression of hTERT and BCL2 genes in a
quadruplex-independent manner which in turn inhibited telomere elongation and induced apoptosis in
cancer cells. This study gives a clear implication of the
crucial role of c-MYC in the modulation of downstream cellular pathways that affects cancer cell
proliferation.
Telomerase, the reverse transcriptase enzyme plays
a crucial role in maintaining the telomere length by
extending the G-rich overhang at the telomeric terminals (Figure 6).97 In normal somatic cells, it remains
transcriptionally silenced which results in progressive
shortening of telomeres and subsequent cellular
senescence and apoptosis. However, its upregulation
in cancer cells prevents cellular aging and renders
cellular immortality. Thus, small molecule mediated
stabilization of the G4 DNA formed at the telomeric
ends of the chromosome presents an attractive strategy
to inhibit telomerase functioning and subsequent
induction of apoptosis.98
We developed bis(phenylethynyl)pyridinecarboxamides (BPEPs 1 and 2) as environment-sensitive
probes that exhibit selective ﬂuorescence turn-on
response towards h-TELO G4 DNA.99 Later, we
synthesized two ﬂuoro-isoquinoline derivatives IQ1
10a and IQ2 10b for the selective recognition of
human telomeric G4 DNA over other promoter
quadruplexes and duplex DNA.100 IQ2 could exhibit
high stabilization potential for h-TELO, while IQ1
was found to exhibit high binding afﬁnity towards hTELO G4 DNA. TRAP assay (Telomeric Repeat
Ampliﬁcation Protocol) indicated that IQ1 shows
higher potential in inhibiting telomerase activity as
compared to IQ2. However, these ligands did not
alter c-MYC and BCL2 gene expressions. Further,
IQ1 and IQ2 could arrest the cancer cell growth at
G0/G1 phase and initiate caspases-3/7 mediated
apoptosis in A549 cancer cells.

8. I-motif targeting ligands

Figure 6. Telomeric G-quadruplexes prevent telomere
elongation by telomerase.

In addition to targeting G-quadruplexes, we have
extended our research to explore the role of i-motifs
in gene regulation.101 Only a few ligands have been
reported so far for targeting i-motifs. The structural
complexity of the i-motif structure makes it challenging to design highly speciﬁc i-motif binders. We
have developed small molecules that can discriminate between i-motif and G4 structures and modulate
gene expression. Three different peptidomimetics,
namely PBP1 5a, PBP2 5b, and PBP3 6 containing
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the 2, 6-pyridine dicarboxamide unit were synthesized, where the PBP1 and PBP2 are the para and
meta isomers respectively.101 FRET melting assay,
TO displacement assay, and ﬂuorescence binding
titrations were carried out to evaluate the binding
afﬁnity of each ligand for BCL2, c-MYC, and hTELO. A higher binding afﬁnity of PBP1 for i-motif
and PBP2 for G-quadruplex was observed. However,
PBP3 did not show a high degree of binding with
either of the secondary structures. It was also
demonstrated that the 50 end of G-quadruplex and
i-motif structures is the preferred binding site for
PBP1 and PBP2. Fluorescence binding titrations
exhibited that PBP1 shows a 24 fold higher selectivity for the BCL2 i-motif over BCL2 G-quadruplex
and a 40 fold higher selectivity for the BCL-2
i-motif over c-MYC. Interestingly, this is the highest
level of selectivity exhibited by a small molecule
ligand for an i-motif over a G-quadruplex. smFRET
and ﬂuorescence lifetime analysis reﬂected the
capability of PBP1 and PBP2 to induce i-motif and
G-quadruplex formation in an environment lacking
the metal ions such as K? and Na?. The biological
activities of the compounds were studied using
growth inhibition assay, qRT-PCR, Western blot
analysis, and dual luciferase assay on human breast
adenocarcinoma (MCF-7) cells, human colon cancer
(HCT116) cells, and normal mouse myoblast
(C2C12) cells. These studies suggested that the
meta-prolinamide PBP2 downregulates BCL2
expression, whereas the treatment with para-prolinamide PBP1 results in the upregulation of the BCL2 expression at both the mRNA and protein levels in
cancer cells. This study provided insights into the
differential binding afﬁnity of PBP1 and PBP2 for
i-motif and G-quadruplex respectively.

9. The interplay between G-quadruplex and imotif
In a study, Dhakal et al., used optical tweezer mediated mechanical folding and unfolding studies to
establish that G-quadruplex and i-motifs are formed in
a mutually exclusive manner in the ILPR region.32
Recently, Hurley and coworkers have explored the
interdependency of G-quadruplex and i-motif structure
formation.102 The group has demonstrated for the ﬁrst
time that the stabilization of either G4 or i-motif using
small molecule ligands could lead to the perturbation
of the other quadruplexes in human cells. MCF7 cells
were arrested at various stages of the cell cycle when
treated with G4 stabilizing ligand (GQC-05) and
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i-motif stabilizing ligand (71795). G4 and i-motif
structures were visualized in the cells using G4
speciﬁc BG4 antibody103 and i-motif speciﬁc iMab
antibody.79 It was observed that during the i-motif
prevalent G1 phase, the stabilization of G4 led to the
unfolding of i-motif structures. Additionally, during
the S phase where G4 formation is maximum, the
stabilization of i-motif destabilizes the G4 structures.
This suggested that the stabilization of any one of
these non-canonical secondary structures could induce
a destabilizing effect on the other one. This provides
insights into the formation as well as the interdependent nature of G4 and i-motifs in the cellular context.

10. Novel methodologies developed
for the synthesis and ligand screening
10.1 In situ azide-alkyne cycloaddition
We introduced an innovative approach of target guided synthesis (TGS)104,105 based on Cu free in situ
click reaction using DNA as a nano-template.106,107
The in situ azide-alkyne cycloaddition in the presence
of Cu(I) has been used a tool for the synthesis of
selective ligands for DNA and RNA G4s.108 We
linked thiolated G-quadruplex DNAs present in the
promoter regions of c-MYC and BCL2 oncogenes with
gold-coated magnetic nanoparticles and used the
resulting DNA nanotemplates to promote the
cycloaddition of a pool of azide and carbazole based
alkyne fragments (Figures 7 and 8). The target selective high-afﬁnity ligands were isolated using magnetic
decantation and characterized by HPLC and ESI-MS.
Compounds 11 and 12 were obtained as selective
leads for c-MYC and BCL2 G-quadruplexes, respectively. FRET melting studies demonstrated that ligand
11 shows high stabilization for c-MYC (DTm = 19.3
C) and ligand 12 shows high stabilization for
BCL2 (DTm = 11.8 C) quadruplex. Fluorescence
titration studies revealed that 12 shows a 5 fold
enhancement along with a 15 nm red shift
with BCL2 G4 (Kd = 0.68 lM), while a 4 fold
enhancement of 11 along with a 33 nm blue shift was
observed with c-MYC G4 (Kd = 0.17 lM). The
observed ﬂuorescence enhancements indicate stacking
interaction of 11 and 12 with the hydrophobic sites of
the studied G4s. Cytotoxicity assays were used to
determine the IC50 of 11 and 12 in lung adenocarcinoma cell line (A549), human cervical cancer cell line
(HeLa), and the BCL2 overexpressing EBV infected
marmoset cell line B95.8 and the human normal kidney epithelial cell line NKE. Both 11 and 12 were
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Figure 7. In situ target guided synthesis of G-quadruplex/i-motif selective ligands.

Figure 8. G-quadruplex and i-motif speciﬁc ligands generated using TGS.

found to be cytotoxic to cancer cells and non-toxic to
NKE. Furthermore, 11 could localize exclusively in
the cell nucleus while 12 could penetrate the cell
membrane and localize both in the cytoplasm and the
nucleus. The induction of apoptosis in a dose-dependent manner was also displayed by both 11 and 12.
qRT-PCR
and
Western
blotting
exhibited
that 11 and 12 downregulate the transcription and
translation of c-MYC and BCL2 genes, respectively.
Dual-luciferase assay validated that 11 and 12 interact

with the promoter regions of c-MYC and BCL2 genes
to modulate their transcription. Signiﬁcantly, 11
showed exon speciﬁc downregulation of the c-MYC
gene indicating ligand-mediated stabilization of
G-quadruplex in the NHEIII1 element of the c-MYC
promoter. Inspired by the highly selective ligands
derived from TGS using G-quadruplex nanotemplate,
we further immobilized i-motifs on gold-coated magnetic nanoparticles and used them as templates for the
synthesis and identiﬁcation of novel i-motif ligands.107
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The in situ cycloaddition generated cell-membrane
permeable triazole compounds for c-MYC and BCL2
i-motifs. These ligands showed high speciﬁcity for
i-motifs over G-quadruplexes and dsDNA. The products generated by using different DNA nanotemplates
revealed that 13 and 14 are selective leads for c-MYC
and BCL2 i-motifs.
FRET melting experiments revealed that 13
(Tm = 29.7 C) shows higher stabilization for the cMYC i-motif and 14 stabilizes the BCL2 i-motif
(Tm = 18.6 C) as compared to other G4s and ds
DNA.107 Fluorescence spectroscopic titrations further
demonstrated a *5 fold ﬂuorescence quenching
of 13 with c-MYC i-motif (apparent Kd value of
0.25 lM), while a *2 fold ﬂuorescence quenching
was observed for 14 with the BCL2 i-motif (Kd of
0.66 lM). The biophysical screening assays are consistent with the TGS results that a triazole ligand
generated by in situ cycloaddition shows speciﬁcity
for the DNA target that guides the formation from
their corresponding azide/alkyne fragments. The
analysis of in vitro biological activity revealed that 13
is toxic to cancer cells A549, HeLa and B95.8 but
nontoxic to normal NKE cells. On the other hand,
the BCL2 i-motif binding ligand 14 is nontoxic to
both normal and cancer cell lines. Monitoring of cell
localization using confocal microscopy showed that
both 13 and 14 translocate into the nucleus. Ligand
13 could induce apoptosis in cancer cells whereas 14 did not induce apoptosis in Hela cells. Gene
expression analysis using qRT-PCR and Western
blotting showed that the c-MYC i-motif binding 13 downregulates the expression of the c-MYC gene while the BCL2 i-motif ligand 14 upregulates
the expression of BCL2 gene in B95.8 and HeLa cell
lines. This observation was further conﬁrmed using a
dual luciferase assay. This study showed that TGS
driven selection and formation of lead compounds
could regulate the gene expression of cMYC and BCL2 genes.
10.2 Dynamic combinatorial chemistry
Dynamic combinatorial chemistry (DCC) is another
powerful technique for the template-driven selection
of high-afﬁnity ligands from equilibrating combinatorial libraries.109,110 The basic principle lies in the
generation of a dynamic combinatorial library from a
series of building blocks by reversible bond formation,
followed by template-driven equilibrium shift towards
a speciﬁc compound with high afﬁnity. We used a
gold-coated magnetic nanoparticle with G-quadruplex
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attached as a nanotemplate that selects ligands from
aldehyde and amine building blocks and ampliﬁes the
best binder (Figure 9).111 The separation of the
selected ligands from the G-quadruplex nanotemplate
is mediated by magnetic decantation. The lead compound 15 obtained from DCC exhibited a high binding
afﬁnity for c-MYC G-quadruplex DNA. Luciferase
assay further established that ligand downregulates the
c-MYC expression by stabilizing the promoter
G-quadruplex DNA. The ligand could exhibit cancer
cell-selective anti-proliferative activity and induce
DNA damage response.
The kinetically controlled TGS strategy and thermodynamically controlled DCC provide opportunities
for identifying selective ligands for nucleic acid targets by combining synthesis and screening of ligands.

10.3 G4-DNA linked magnetic nanoparticles
mediated pull-down assay
Identiﬁcation of a speciﬁc ligand for a particular G4
DNA from a series of ligands is still laborious and
time-consuming. We developed a new competitive
screening method in which G4 DNA linked magnetic
nanoparticles pull-down selective ligands for a particular quadruplex topology from a library of small
molecules.112 This assay uses G4-DNA linked goldcoated magnetic nanoparticles (G4•AuMNp) that
capture selective ligands from the ligand pool. The
captured ligands (i.e. the best binders) can then be
released by cation/heat-induced unfolding of G4-DNA
grafted on the nanoparticle surface and identiﬁed by
HPLC/ESI-MS analysis (Figure 10). Thus, this method
could provide a potential strategy to efﬁciently identify the most selective ligands for G4-DNA targets
from a mixture of compounds. We also established the
efﬁcacy of this technique over other commonly used
binding studies such as ﬂuorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) based DNA melting assay,113 Fluorescent intercalator displacement (FID) assay,114
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC),115 Surface
plasmon resonance (SPR),116 etc. The FRET assay
often provides false-positive results due to undesirable
interactions between the ligand and the ﬂuorophore
tags of the DNA. Similarly, the FID assay might also
encounter interference due to ligand-intercalator
interactions. Moreover, high-end techniques like ITC
and SPR which give in-depth analysis such as binding
constants, stoichiometry, and thermodynamical
parameters for the ligand-DNA interaction, require
high water solubility of ligand, high DNA
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Figure 9. Synthesis of c-MYC G-quadruplex selective ligands by dynamic combinatorial chemistry.

Figure 10. Schematic representation of G4•AuMNP mediated pull-down assay showing the selective ligand.
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concentrations, expensive chips, constant temperature,
ionic strength of buffer, etc. Hence, the pull-down
assay serves as an innovative and rapid screening tool
to identify G4-speciﬁc ligands with enhanced accuracy
and reliability. The screening strategy was ﬁrst optimized with known G-quadruplex ligands and then
used with a series of newly synthesized G-quadruplex
interactive bis-triazolyl ligands by Cu(I) catalyzed
azide-alkyne cycloaddition. The c-MYC G4 linked
AuMNP captured ortho-substituted benzofuran
derivative 16 from a pool of nine triazole ligands. The
selectivity of the ligands for the G-quadruplex was
validated using FRET and FID assay. Ligand 16 could
exhibit S-phase arrest and induce apoptosis in A549
cells. The ligand downregulates c-MYC expression as
observed from a dual-luciferase reporter assay. The
assay enables the identiﬁcation of c-MYC selective
bis-triazole ligand that speciﬁcally targets the promoter G-quadruplex in cancer cells.

11. Conclusions
G-quadruplexes and i-motifs have emerged as promising genetic switches for controlling the expression of
speciﬁc genes implicated in diseases like cancer, diabetes, and neurological disorders. Since the last two
decades, extensive efforts have been made to synthesize
speciﬁc ligands for G4s and i-motifs. In addition to the
much-explored G4s in biological systems, the recent
ﬁndings regarding the formation of i-motifs at neutral
and physiological pH and their presence in vivo make
them viable drug targets.79 The in vivo evidence of
G-quadruplex formation was ﬁrst elucidated by
Edwardson and co-workers using atomic force microscopy.117 This was followed by direct visualization
using a G-quadruplex speciﬁc antibody named BG4.103
Thus, the existence of G-quadruplex structures in subtelomeres, gene bodies, and gene regulatory regions
inspired many researchers to develop G4 DNA targeted
anticancer drugs.7 Since the discovery of self-assembly
of C-rich DNA through C:C? interactions, the i-motif
secondary structure has been discovered at telomeres
and promoter regions of oncogenes, highlighting their
potential regulatory role in cells. Zaraati et al. developed an i-motif speciﬁc antibody called i-Mab to
demonstrate the in vivo existence of i-motif.79
Given this perspective, we have highlighted our
research on developing novel small molecules that
bind and stabilize G-quadruplexes and i-motifs. We
have rationally designed compounds with unique
properties and low toxicity. For instance, the carbazole scaffold (BTCf) showed turn-on ﬂuorescence
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activity upon binding to c-MYC G4 DNA. We have
adopted Cu(I) catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition
reaction to synthesize a wide range of ligands
including carbazoles (such as BTCf, BTC, Cz1, Tz1),
prolinamides, dansyl guanosine derivatives, etc. We
further explored Cu free target guided synthesis,
using DNA (G4 and i-motif) nano-templates to synthesize highly speciﬁc leads. This technique enables
the assembly and formation of the best binders from a
complex reaction mixture of unreacted starting fragments and newly formed products. This strategy can
be considered as a convenient and efﬁcient tool for
the rapid identiﬁcation of lead ligands. On the other
hand, DCC has also been employed to generate a
library of ligands having aldehyde and amine building blocks and the lead has been validated using
in vitro techniques. Thus in the presence of a G4
target, the equilibrium of the dynamic combinatorial
library is shifted and driven towards the formation
and ampliﬁcation of speciﬁc compounds as a function
of their afﬁnity for that target. Altogether these target
guided approaches combine synthesis and screening
of ligands simultaneously to avoid laborious synthetic procedures, time-consuming puriﬁcation and
extensive screening processes.
Interestingly, the DNA template mediated magnetic
pull-down based screening method for the rapid identiﬁcation of ligands is another versatile technique
developed in our laboratory. This is a high throughput
technique, which does not require the ligand to be
intrinsically ﬂuorescent or water-soluble and the DNA
template used can be recycled for further screening. In
the past few years, numerous ligand scaffolds have been
reported and the search for new G-quadruplex compounds has become crucial for improving the existing
ligand families. To date, only a few ligands have been
taken forward to clinical trials. Thus, the search for new
scaffolds with greater speciﬁcity and selectivity for G4
and i-motif DNA will certainly prove fruitful for the
development of anti-cancer therapeutics as well as
Nanobiotechnology applications.
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